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Disclaimer
The information contained herein has been compiled by Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft (“Commerzbank”) for the information of the recipient only. This presentation has been
prepared for information purposes only. It does not constitute or form part of any offer or invitation to buy, sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for,
any securities or any other financial instruments or to enter into any other transaction. Neither this presentation, nor any part of it, nor the fact of its distribution, shall form the basis
of, or be relied on in connection with, any contractual commitment or investment decision in relation to the securities of Commerzbank in any jurisdiction, nor does it constitute a
recommendation regarding any such securities. The contents of this document shall not be construed as legal, tax, accounting, financial or investment advice.
This presentation contains forward-looking statements and information on Commerzbank’s future business development. Forward-looking statements are statements that are not
historical facts; they include, inter alia, statements about Commerzbank’s beliefs and expectations in relation to its future business development, and the assumptions underlying
these statements. These statements can be recognized by terms such as “expects”, “anticipates”, “intends”, “plans”, “aims”, “believes”, “seeks”, “estimates”, “will” or words with
similar meaning. These statements are based on plans, estimates, projections and targets that are currently available to the management of Commerzbank, as well as
assumptions that Commerzbank management believes to be reasonable. Forward-looking statements therefore speak only as of the date they are made, and Commerzbank is
under no obligation to update any of them in light of new information or future events. By their very nature, forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties. A number of
important factors could therefore cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statement. Such factors include, among others, the conditions
in the financial markets in Germany, in Europe, in the United States and elsewhere from which Commerzbank derives a substantial portion of its revenues and in which it holds a
substantial portion of its assets, the development of asset prices and market volatility, potential defaults of borrowers or trading counterparties, the implementation of its strategic
initiatives and the reliability of its risk management and compliance policies.
In addition, this presentation contains financial and other information which has been derived from publicly available information disclosed by persons other than Commerzbank
(“external data”). In particular, external data has been derived from industry and customer-related data and other calculations taken or derived from industry reports published by
third parties, market research reports and commercial publications. Commercial publications generally state that the information they contain has originated from sources assumed
to be reliable, but that the accuracy and completeness of such information is not guaranteed and that the calculations contained therein are based on a series of assumptions. The
external data has not been independently verified by Commerzbank. Therefore, Commerzbank does not assume any responsibility for the accuracy of the external data taken or
derived from public sources.
In addition, some of the industry and market data, if not labelled otherwise, contained in this presentation are derived from Commerzbank’s internal research and estimates based
on the knowledge and experience of its management in the markets in which it operates. Commerzbank believes that such research and estimates are reasonable and reliable,
but their underlying methodology and assumptions have not been verified by any independent source for accuracy or completeness and are subject to change without notice.
The information contained in this presentation is in summary form only, and is therefore not necessarily accurate or complete. Commerzbank makes no representations or
warranties as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this presentation. Undue reliance should not be placed on any of the information contained in this
presentation.
This information is an advertisement for the purposes of the Prospectus Regulation EU 2017/1129 and underlying legislation. It is not a prospectus. The securities that are subject
to this presentation are intended to be issued under the 60,000,000,000 Medium Term Note Programme of Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft (the "Programme"). The Base
Prospectus relating to the Programme is published and available and any supplements thereto and the Final Terms relating to such securities will be published and available on
the issuer’s website at https://www.commerzbank.com/en/hauptnavigation/aktionaere/informationen_f_r_fremdkapitalgeber/more.html.
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All figures in this presentation are subject to rounding
All figures in this presentation can be subject to restatement publications
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Executive Summary

Vision to become Germany’s most sustainable commercial bank
›
›
›
›
›

Reduction of the bank’s own CO2 emissions by 70% until 2018 vs. baseline year 2007
Aiming for an additional CO2 reduction of 15% until 2025 (including over 20 international locations)
Concept to become the climate coach for retail and corporate clients
Applying science-based targets to align the credit portfolio to the Paris Climate Agreement by 2030
Our strong commitment to sustainability is underlined through our above average ESG Scores

For more than 25 years Commerzbank has been a leading financer of RE assets
›
›
›
›

Global coverage of renewable energy clients through the “Centre of Competence Energy”
Renewable energy project finance portfolio of €4.6bn1
Active globally with a focus on proven technologies such as wind (on- and offshore) and solar
Fully integrated approach across corporates and projects enables deep market knowledge

Second Green Bond to (re-)finance loans in the wind and solar sector
›
›
›
›

Eligible portfolio increased to €1,056m per Q2 2020
Second party opinion from Sustainalytics on robust Green Bond framework from 2018
The second Green Bond helps to avoid estimated CO2 emissions of ~850,562 t p.a.
The new issue will come in the format of a non-preferred senior bond

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020

1) Renewable Energies project finance portfolio (Exposure at Default per 06/2020)
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We meet the global challenges as a responsible partner powered by the
vision of becoming Germany's most sustainable commercial bank
Climate Change
The Earth system is changing faster as a result of
human impact on the planet’s biology, chemistry,
and physics.

Banking the Energy Transition
With more than 25 years experience in this field,
we are one of the largest funders of renewable energy

Climate Financing Policy
World Population
Global population doubled in the last 50 years
and will grow further.

No more financing of new coal mines
& coal-fired power plants since 2016

Regulation of Arms Trade Finance
As the first German commercial bank, we
introduced our own compulsory policy
for the armaments sector in 2008

Scarce Resources
Limited resources and growing demand
leads to rising pressure on natural resources.

Human Rights
Transparent supply chains increase social pressure to
manage human rights aspects responsibly.
Regulation is being strengthened

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020

Reputational Risk Management
Our independent reputational risk management
assesses every transaction bearing
environmental or social risks

Internal Climate Strategy
GHG emissions were already cut by 70% (2007-2018)
By 2025, emissions are expected to be
reduced by add.15% compared to 2018
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Our demonstrated commitment with a new climate target adoption
Since 2015, Commerzbank is working in a climate neutral manner

2007-2018

- 70%
Greenhouse gas emissions from
our German banking operations

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020

2020-2025

additional

-15%

Greenhouse gas emissions including
our international locations in more
than 20 countries
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Environmental and social risk management process at Commerzbank
Evaluation / Decision at Rep. Risk Management
→ Explicit integration of sustainability criteria
(= ecological, social and ethical) into banks business

Rep. Risk

→ in 2019: Verification of ~5,450 individual cases

(legitimacy)
“Is it legitimate?”

Group-wide early warning system

Compliance

→ Internal sensitization of employees, i.e. using
roadshows, lectures, the quarterly RepRiskRadar,
and the direct reporting to CFO

(legality)
“Is it legal?“

Examples of sensitive topic areas

Positions and binding policies
Cross-sector positions

Radical
groups &
parties

Nuclear
Power
Oil & gas
Political
Tensions

Human rights
Agriculture and forestry

Mining

Ship breaking

Food staples

Oil and gas

Cotton and textiles

Armaments

Energy

Tobacco
Coal

Sector-specific policies
Armaments

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020

Indigenous peoples

Sector-specific positions

Ship
breaking

Armaments
Deforestation
e.g. Palm-Oil

Tobacco

Coal
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Holistic approach enables our vision to become Germany’s most
sustainable commercial bank
Commerzbank Sustainability Strategy

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020

›
›
›
›
›

Internal climate- / CO2-Strategy
Compliance & Policies
Involvement of Stakeholders
Diversity and women‘s quota
Employer attractiveness, Work-Life-Balance & Health mgmt.

›
›
›
›

Sustainable Finance (e.g. Green Mortgage)
Client satisfaction
Involvement of clients (e.g. Client Advisory Board)
Partial exclusion of business (e.g. armaments)

›
›
›
›
›

Corporate Volunteering
Social Engagement
Sport sponsoring
Foundation center
Environmental internships and educational projects
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Assuming responsibility through our memberships & initiatives

2020

2019
2018
2017

2014
2006
2002
1992

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020
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Our strong commitment is underlined in above-average ESG ratings

› Commerzbank assigned with low ESG risks by ISS ESG QualityScores
› Environment and Governance QualityScore 1, Social QualityScore 2
ESG QualityScores1)

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

› Commerzbank’s rating is above-average of the financial sector (C)
› Positioned as “Sector Leader Financials” in DACH region (ranked top
Climate Change Rating

E

D

C

B

A

15% of financials in Germany, Austria and Switzerland)

› Single A rated in the upper part of the MSCI ESG rating scale
› Above-average positions in terms of private & data security, financial
ESG Rating

CCC

B

BB

BBB

A

AA

AAA

product safety, human capital and financing environmental impact

› Commerzbank is at medium risk of experiencing material financial
impacts from ESG factors (score of 23.4 / 100 with 0 being the best)
ESG Risk Rating

Severe

High

Medium

Low

Negligible

› Very well positioned above industry average on the 15th percentile

› Rated in the ISS ESG Prime Segment – top 10% of industry group
› Excellent ratings especially in the categories environmental
ESG Corporate Rating

D-

D D+ C-

C C+ B-

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020

B B+ A-

A A+

management, corporate governance and business ethics

1) Latest change in ISS Quality Scores 25 August 2020
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Commerzbank Green Bond framework
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Robust Green Bond Framework aligned with the Green Bond Principles
Commerzbank Green Bond Framework
Use of Proceeds

› Refinancing of renewable energy loans
› Solar, wind on- and offshore

Project evaluation

› GBC1 to screen, review, identify and assign assets
› First drawdown of renewable energy loans no more than 3

Management of
proceeds

years before Green Bond settlement

› Selection of assigned assets out of eligible assets
› Over the lifetime of Commerzbank’s Green Bond proceeds
are allocated to eligible assets

› Annual reporting on allocation and environmental impact of
Reporting

External review

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020

assigned assets

› SPO2 provided by Sustainalytics
› Confirmed the alignment with the GBP3
› Annual external review

1) Green Bond Committee
2) Second Party Opinion
3) Green Bonds Principles
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Commerzbank’s renewable energy business
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As a leading German provider of renewable energy project finance it is
our objective to become Germany’s most sustainable commercial bank
Renewable Energies (RE) project finance
portfolio

Global footprint of Renewable Energy financing

(EaD, €bn eop)

+31%
3.5

3.8

4.0

4.1

4.2

4.2

4.5

4.6

Offshore: Commerzbank
active globally as MLA1 and
lender with offshore projects
in Germany, France,
Belgium, UK and Taiwan

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2Q20
International RE
project finance:
amongst others UK,
France, Spain, US,
Italy and Chile

Renewable Energy portfolio
1%
19%

17%

Wind onshore

Solar

Wind offshore

Others

Core market
Germany: approx.
60% of portfolio in
Germany; head offices
in Hamburg

60%

€4.6bn
63%

invested in Germany

40%
invested globally
Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020

1) MLA = Mandated Lead Arranger
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Commerzbank’s pool of Green Bond eligible assets have shown strong
growth since 2018 and pave way for second GB issuance
Eligible1 and assigned assets

Eligible

(€m eop)

Assigned GB II

Assigned GB I

+69%

502
1056

979

626

07/2018

803

678
503

12/2018

508

505

504

06/2019

12/2019

503

06/2020

Highlights

› Eligible assets have increased by approximately €430m since 2018, mainly driven by new loans and
additional drawdowns for international projects; the share of international projects in the pool of eligible
assets has increased from 52% (per 07/2018) to 64% (per 06/2020)

› Strong asset growth paves the way for second Green Bond issuance of Commerzbank (GB II)

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020

1) Includes assets eligible for GB I and/or GB II
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Pool of eligible assets for Commerzbank’s Green Bond transactions
Overview of selected eligible assets1 in the amount of ~€1,056m

Eligible assets by technology

… by currency
2%
1%

Solar
Wind Offshore

34%

6%

EUR
USD

Wind Onshore

€1,056m

… by country

4%

CAD

43%
44%

GBP

€1,056m

5%

3%

Germany

4% 3%

53%

USA

39%

€1,056m

Spain
Chile
Finland

Belgium
NL

36%

23%

… by project status
17%

… by first drawdown

… by maturity profile
Operation

after 2030

Construction

2028 - 2030

32%
€1,056m

34%
€1,056m

Other

4%
6% 10%

2015
2016

2026 - 2027
until 2025

2017

34%

€1,056m

22%

2018
2019
2020

83%

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020

17%

17%

24%

Note: all figures as of 06/2020
1) Includes assets eligible for GB I and/or GB II
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Assigned assets of €502m EUR-equivalent identified for Green Bond II
issuance
Key highlights

…by country

Assigned assets by technology

› Identified assigned assets of
~€502m EUR-equivalent

Wind Offshore

› 75% of assigned assets with legal
maturity after maturity of Green
Bond II

41%
49%

Wind Onshore

€502m

€502m

49%

21%

10%

Finland

1%

…by maturity of loan
EUR

2019

USD

2020

after 2030
2028 - 2030

25%

31%

GBP

49%

€502m

France
UK

…by currency

2018

29%

Note: all figures as of 06/2020

2026 - 2027
until 2025

€502m

50%

51%

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020

Spain

NL

…by date of first drawdown

€502m

Germany

Belgium

first drawdown in 2019 or 2020

36%

USA

7%
9%

› 64% of assigned assets (loans) had

13%

5% 1%
6%
1%

Solar

15%
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Commerzbank’s Green Bond II to provide estimated CO2 avoidance in
excess of 850 thousand tons p.a.
Estimated impact of assigned assets1
Volume of assigned assets
(Loans)
205,344,740

Installed capacity
in MW
240.0

Wind Onshore

248,647,835

Wind Offshore

Solar

Total

510,503,024

Estimated
CO2 avoidance in t p.a.
239,205

392.8

1,254,611,276

571,113

47,966,828

37.6

150,301,925

40,245

501,959,403

670.4

1,915,416,225

850,562

Production 2019 in kWh

Key criteria for impact assessment

› Capacity and production data calculated for the share refinanced with the Green Bond proceeds (based on share of assigned
asset in total project long-term debt)

› For project fully operational during 2019, based on actual production data
› For projects at least partially in construction during 2019, based on expected production (according to net P50 2)
› Calculation of CO2 avoidance based on baseline CO2 equivalent emission per kWh in country where project is based
Summary

› Assigned assets of approx. €502m EUR-equivalent for Commerzbank’s planned second Green Bond transaction

› Expected renewable energy capacity of c. 670.4MW financed
› Estimated avoidance of CO2 emissions approx. 850,562t p.a. (based on 2019 production)
Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020

1) Based on portfolio data as of 06/2020
2) P50 means that with a probability of 50 % the actual energy yield will not fall
below the predicted energy yield
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Capital Markets Funding – snapshot

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020
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Comfortable fulfilment of MREL requirement based on RWA
MREL requirement
› As of 06/2020 Commerzbank fulfils the MREL RWA
requirement1 of 27.66% with a MREL ratio of 30.3% of RWA
and the MREL subordination requirement of 15.82% with a
ratio of 25.9% of RWA

› The MREL requirements will in future be defined in RWA
terms under the BRRD II and SRMR II framework; currently
they are derived from TLOF based requirements2

MREL ratio
(% of RWA)

30.3%
Other MREL-eligible
>1 year5

4.4%

Non-preferred senior
>1 year4

7.1%

› New RWA based MREL requirements are expected in H1

MREL
Subordination
requirement
15.82% RWA

2021

› With the participation in the ECB’s TLTRO III offer the TLOF
ratio of 11.8% is below the requirement of 12.01% as of
06/2020. This has been discussed with the SRB prior to
participation in the TLTRO III and no actions by the SRB
are expected

MREL
requirement
27.66% RWA

Own Funds
instruments3

18.7%

› The TLOF subordination ratio of 10.1% is above the
requirement of 6.87% as of 06/2020
06/2020
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

In February 2020, Commerzbank AG received its current MREL requirement calibrated based on data as of 31 Dec. 2017. The resolution approach is a multiple
point of entry (MPE) with two separate resolution groups (resolution group A: Commerzbank Group without mBank subgroup; resolution group B: mBank subgroup).
The legally binding MREL requirement is currently defined as a percentage of total liabilities and own funds (TLOF) based on data as of 31 Dec. 2017.
Includes amortized amount (regulatory) of Tier 2 instruments with maturity > 1 year
According to §46f KWG or Non-Preferred Senior by contract
Non-Covered / Non-Preferred deposits; Preferred Senior Unsecured
Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020
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Capital markets funding activities
New issues activities1

Group funding activities H1 2020

(€bn)

(nominal values)

Additional Tier 1

10.5

Subordinated

9.0

5.7

below
€10bn
5.1

Additional Tier 1

Non-preferred Senior
Prefered Senior

Tier 2
€0.75bn

Unsecured

€1.25bn

Covered

Non-preferred
senior

€5.1bn
€9.0bn
€1.25bn

€1.25bn

Covered
bonds

€0.6bn

2017²

2018²

2019²

Preferred senior

2020
2020
H1 adj. plan

Highlights
› Revised funding plan for 2020 well below €10bn as TLTRO III participation (€32bn) replaces Pfandbriefe funding needs for the
remaining year

› €5.1bn issued in H1 2020 (average term over 9 years) thereof:
–
–
–
–
–

Additional Tier1: First AT1 issuance under newly implemented €3bn AT1 program with €1.25bn issuance Perp. NC April 2026
Tier 2: €750m transaction 10.5 years non-call 5.5 years
Covered bonds: €1.25bn benchmark with 10 years maturity
Non-preferred senior: €750m transaction with 7 years maturity and inaugural GBP400m transaction with 5 years maturity
Preferred senior: €500m re-opening of the December 2026 issue from 2019

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020

1)
2)

Commerzbank Group, values based on nominal basis as of 30 June 2020
As listed in the respective annual reports
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Green Bond II proposed transaction
Issuer: Commerzbank Aktiengesellschaft

Issue Type: Non-Preferred Senior Notes (eligible liabilities instruments)
Expected Issue Rating: Baa2 (Moody‘s) / BBB- (S&P) / BBB negative (Fitch)

Issue Amount: EUR 500,000,000 (WNG)
Maturity: March 2026, callable March 2025 – 5.5 years non-call 4.5 years
Documentation: Under the Issuer‘s EUR 60,000,000,000 Medium Term Note Programme dated
27 May 2020 plus supplements
Use of Proceeds: In accordance with the Commerzbank Green Bond Framework (the "Green Bond
Framework"). By nature, our green bond process will ensure that the net proceeds of the bonds are
always allocated to eligible assets

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020
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Rating overview Commerzbank
As of 5 August 2020
Bank Ratings

S&P

Moody’s

Fitch

Issuer Credit Rating (long-term debt)

BBB+ negative

A1 stable

BBB negative

Short-term debt

A-2

P-1

F2

Preferred senior unsecured debt

BBB+ negative

A1 stable

BBB+

Non-preferred senior unsecured debt

BBB-

Baa2

BBB negative

Subordinated debt (Tier 2)

BB+

Baa3

BB+

Product Ratings (unsecured issuances)

Rating events in H1 2020
Fitch Ratings downgraded the issuer credit rating of Commerzbank by 1 notch to „BBB“ following the Corona disruption,
the negative rating outlook remains
S&P Global downgraded the issuer credit rating of Commerzbank by 1 notch to „BBB+“ following the expectation that
the Corona pandemic and associated lockdown measures will lead to a global economic recession in 2020, the negative
rating outlook remains

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020
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Commerzbank key figures Q2 2020

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020
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Revenue rebound in Q2 – cost and capital on track
Highlights Q2 2020
Stable operating performance of customer business
›
›
›

YoY stable underlying revenues in CC supported by better capital markets activities
YoY slightly lower underlying revenues in PSBC – includes booking of additional legal reserves for FX
loan portfolio in mBank
Continued growth in customers in PSBC and strong increase in usage of digital channels

Pre-provision profit of €674m; €220m net result benefits from release of tax reserves
›

›
›

Q2 operating expenses reduced by €53m YoY through cost management while maintaining IT
investments
Fair value result of €163m and other income driven by rebound of temporary Corona induced
valuation effects
Risk result of -€469m includes impact from Corona and large single case

Strong capital ratio
›
›
›

CET1 ratio of 13.4%
No usage of CRR transition rules; change in SME factor to be implemented in Q3
NPE ratio of 0.8% underlines sound quality of loan book

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020
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Commerzbank financials at a glance
Group

Q2 2019

Q1 2020

Q2 2020

H1 2019

H1 2020

Operating result (€m)

309

-278³

205

555

-74

Net result (€m)

279

-3164

220

401

-96

CET1 ratio (%)¹

12.9

13.2

13.4

12.9

13.4

Total assets (€bn)

518

517

551

518

551

RWA (€bn)

187

184

187

187

187

Leverage ratio fully loaded (%)

4.5

4.7

4.7

4.5

4.7

Cost/income ratio (excl. compulsory contributions) (%)

74.2

81.25

67.1

73.4

73.5

Cost/income ratio (incl. compulsory contributions) (%)

77.1

97.4

70.4

81.1

82.5

5.2

-4.6

3.3

4.7

-0.6

15.7

16.1

17.3

15.7

17.3

NPE ratio (in %)

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.8

Group CoR on Loans (CoRL) (bps)2

19

47

58

19

58

Operating return on CET1 (RoCET) (%)
Total capital ratio fully loaded (%)¹

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Includes net results reduced by dividend accrual where applicable and potential (fully discretionary) AT1 coupons
Cost of Risk on Loans (CoRL) = Risk Result / Loans and Advances (interim report note (19))
(€m) -277 prior to restatement
(€m) -295 prior to restatement
(%) 81.1 prior to restatement
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Revenue rebound in Q2: €674m pre-provision profit more than
compensating for risk result of -€469m
Group operating result

Group P&L

(€m)

in €m

449
246

309

Q2 2019

Revenues

2,273

4,285

4,125

1,274

1,320

1,278

2,505

2,597

739

877

791

1,507

1,668

o/w Net fair value result

28

-304

163

113

-141

o/w Other income

87

-42

42

160

-

-178

-326

-469

-256

-795

1,579

1,503

1,526

3,146

3,030

63

301

73

328

374

Pre-tax profit continued operations

309

-278

205

555

-74

Taxes on income continued operations

26

74

-22

122

51

283

-352

227

433

-125

o/w Net commission income

205

Risk result
Operating expenses

Compulsory contributions

-278
Q1

Q2
Q3
2019

Q4

Q1

Q2
2020

H1 2019 H1 2020

1,851

o/w Net interest income

2491

Q1 2020 Q2 2020

2,129

Profit continued operations
Profit discontinued operations
Result Commerzbank Group

Minority interests
Consolidated Result attributabel to
Commerzbank shareholders and investors
in additional equity components

26

44

6

12

50

309

-308

233

445

-75

30

8

13

44

21

279

-316

220

401

-96

Highlights
› YoY 6.8% increase in revenues driven by rebound in valuations and better NCI (+7.0%)
› H1 revenues 3.7% lower with improved NII and NCI (+€254m) offset by valuation effects (NFV and Other income -€414m
lower)

› Q2 net result of €220m – positive tax effect reflects the release of reserves following the completion of tax audits; valuation
gains at CommerzVentures non-taxable
Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020
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Strong CET1 ratio of 13.4%
RWA development by risk types

Transition of CET1 ratio

(€bn eop)

(%)

187
12
23

184
12
18

187
12
18

12.9

13.4

13.2
0.2

Market risk

0.4

Operational risk

10.1

Credit risk

152

154

157

Q2 2019

Q1 2020

Q2 2020

Q2 2019 Q1 2020

RWA
change

Capital
change

Q2 2020

MDA1

Highlights
› Net €3.4bn increase of Credit RWA compared to Q1 mainly from higher loan commitments in CC and increased positions with
central banks – only minor effects from rating migrations so far

› No usage of new CRR transition rules in Q2 – changed treatment of SME loans will be implemented in Q3

› Increase in capital due to positive net result in Q2, positive OCI effect from revaluation reserve and lower regulatory capital
deductions

› MDA reduced by successful issuance of €2bn additional Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital
Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020

1) Based on RWA as of Q2 2020
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Objectives and expectations for 2020 – assuming continued recovery
Base case assumptions

1

No second lockdown

2

Continuing step-bystep improvement in
economic activity

3

Government support
programs effective

Objectives and expectations for FY 2020
We expect largely stable customer revenues in
PSBC – CC more strongly impacted by Corona
We continue our cost management and target a
cost base including IT investments slightly below
the level of last year
We expect a risk result in a range of -€1.3bn to
-€1.5bn
We target a CET1 ratio ≥ 12.5% in line with lowered
regulatory requirements
We anticipate a negative net result in light of the
expected risk result and potential restructuring
charges

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020
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Appendix
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Comprehensive positions and policies enable responsible and
sustainable risk management (1/5)
Agriculture and forestry

Mining

› Agriculture and forestry are an important source of income

› Mining extracts raw materials such as coal, gold and

and play a major role in the overall economy, especially in
developing countries. However, the positive effects are
often offset by negative environmental and social impacts.

› In case of proposed business activities connected to
agriculture or forestry, Commerzbank investigates

diamonds. Although these materials are essential in many
economic sectors, mining projects often have a negative
impact on the environment and local populations.

› When making decisions on transactions and business
relationships in the mining sector, Commerzbank therefore
generally takes into account:

1

Human rights compliance and measures aimed at
combating discrimination against women

1

The mining methods used by the company (e.g.
processing of mining waste)

2

Compliance with International Labour Organization
(ILO) standards on working conditions

2

Compliance with ILO and human rights, protection of
HCVAs and UNESCO WCH sites

3

Protection of High Conservation Value Areas
(HCVAs) and UNESCO World Cultural Heritage

3

No financing of uranium mines and no financing of
new coal mines

4

Illegal or uncontrolled clear-cutting of forests by
companies

4

Implementation of environmental restoration
measures

Commerzbank has introduced two cross-sector and eight sector-specific positions as well as
two binding policies on environmental and social risks
Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020
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Comprehensive positions and policies enable responsible and
sustainable risk management (2/5)
Ship breaking

Food staples

› Hundreds of ships are broken up every year, above all in

› The United Nations has set the goal of ending hunger,

Asia. This is an important source of income for local
economies and covers a substantial portion of the regional
demand for steel.

› However, ship breaking often involves poor working
conditions that frequently lead to workplace accidents and
fatalities. Moreover, this activity often pollutes coasts and
seas.

› To address these dangers, Commerzbank requires
certification of shipyards under EU standards or
internationally recognised environmental and social
standards (ISO 14001, ISO 30000, OHSAS 18001 or the
Hong Kong Convention) when entering into business
relationships or supporting transactions related to ship
breaking.

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020

achieving food security and improved nutrition and
promoting sustainable agriculture by 2030.

› In November 2011, Commerzbank made the decision not to
issue any new exchange-traded investment products based
on food staples.

› Since then, Commerzbank has not issued any new
products based on food staples such as wheat, corn, soy,
rice or potatoes. In addition, all food staples have been
removed from the only exchange traded fund referencing
them (WKN ETF090).

› Commerzbank has also implemented this decision
throughout its private client business. Commerzbank does
not issue products that contain staple foods, nor does it
actively market or recommend them. This of course applies
to third-party products as well.
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Comprehensive positions and policies enable responsible and
sustainable risk management (3/5)
Oil and Gas

Cotton and textiles

› The extraction of oil and gas is associated with special

› The textile and cotton industry is frequently associated with

risks for the environment, climate, indigenous peoples,
workers and local populations.

› Commerzbank takes these risks into account in its
decisions on transactions and business relationships in the
oil and gas sector. Specifically, it takes into account:

child labour and forced labour, violations of labour
regulations and workers' rights, and with dangerous working
conditions.

› Commerzbank therefore tracks these issues closely, in
particular with regard to

1

How the company will conduct the exploration of oil
and gas fields

1

Human rights compliance and measures aimed at
combating discrimination against women

2

Compliance with ILO, protection of HCVAs and
UNESCO World Cultural Heritage sites

2

Compliance with International Labour Organization
(ILO) standards on working conditions

3

Project financing related to fracking and to
arctic drilling is not possible

3

Child labour and forced labour

4

Critical approach to the issue of liquefied natural gas
(LNG)

4

The use of environmentally harmful chemicals

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020
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Comprehensive positions and policies enable responsible and
sustainable risk management (4/5)
Armaments Policy

Coal Policy

› In 2008, Commerzbank as one of the first German major

› In August 2016, Commerzbank implemented an extensive

banks developed a compulsory guideline for the
armaments sector, which was signed off by the Board of
Managing Directors and implemented company-wide.

regulation regarding coal industry financing.

› The objectives of the Guideline Governing Coal-Related
Transactions at Commerzbank are:

› The four basic principles of the Guideline Governing
Armaments Transactions at Commerzbank Group are:

1

No financing of the supply of weapons or armaments
to conflict zones or areas of tension

1

No financing of new coal mines or construction of
new coal-fired power plants

2

No controversial weapons (e.g. cluster bombs)

2

No financing of coal extraction through
mountaintop removal mining

3

Only governmental end-recipients

3

Continuous monitoring of energy suppliers as
clients of Commerzbank

4

All applicable laws and regulations must be met

4

Case by case assessment of financing coal-related
infrastructure projects

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020
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Comprehensive positions and policies enable responsible and
sustainable risk management (5/5)
Tobacco
› The cultivation and consumption of tobacco is discussed
controversially due to health risks and the associated
consequential costs for society.

› Commerzbank therefore takes into account the following
aspects with regard to business relationships with tobacco
producers and cigarette producers:

1

Compliance with human rights (especially the rights
of local communities and indigenous peoples

2

Compliance with International Labour Organization
(ILO) standards on working conditions

3

Child labour and forced labour

4

Environmental damages and illegal deforestation

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020
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Renewable energy loans
Definition of use of proceeds
› The proceeds of Commerzbank’s new Green Bond
transaction will be exclusively used to (re-)finance eligible
renewable energy loans with a positive environmental
impact

› These may include loans to finance equipment,
development, manufacturing, construction, operation,
distribution and maintenance of renewable energy
generation sources:
–
–

Offshore and onshore wind energy
Solar energy

› Under Commerzbank’s Green Bond Framework the bank
may issue green senior unsecured issuances (preferred
senior or non-preferred senior bonds) to (re-)finance
renewable energy loans

Sustainable Development Goals
Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for
all at all ages

Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable
and modern energy for all
Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable
economic growth, full and productive employment
and decent work for all
Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive
and sustainable industrialisation and foster
innovation

› Commerzbank’s new Green Bond transaction will be in a
non-preferred senior format

Take urgent action to combat climate change and
its impacts

Commerzbank’s new Green Bond will (re-)finance eligible renewable energy loans, contributing
to the achievement of five Sustainable Development Goals
Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020
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Organisation – Green Bond Committee

Green Bond Committee

Evaluation and selection process
1
Screening
Commerzbank’s CoC Energy screens the portfolio
of renewable energy loans on the basis of the
selection criteria

Commerzbank’s Green
Bond Committee (GBC)

2
Review

Corporate Responsibility (Chair of the GBC)

The selection is reviewed by the GBC to confirm the
selection and the amount of identified eligible assets

Group
Treasury

Investor
Relations

Debt Capital
Markets
Bonds

Asset
Owner1

3
Identify and Assign Assets
At time of issuance of a new Green Bond the GBC
› identifies projects to be refinanced from the pool
of eligible assets
› assigns eligible assets to the Green Bond

› The GBC is responsible for the content and implementation of the Green Bond Framework, including the definition of criteria
for and the selection of eligible assets, the management of proceeds, reporting and external review

› The GBC reviews on a semi-annual basis the portfolio of assigned assets that were refinanced with the Green Bond proceeds
Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020

1) Centre of Competence Energy (CoC E); additional asset and asset owners
may be added in the future to Commerzbank’s Green Bond Framework
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Selection criteria of eligible assets

General requirements for renewable energy loans
› All loans included in Commerzbank’s renewable energy
portfolio comply with
–

our standard credit process

–

all regulatory requirements

–

our sustainability strategy

–

our risk management policies

› Commerzbank’s policy framework for handling
environmental and social risks includes policies for the
energy sector and for other areas

Criteria for eligible Green Bond assets
› Project finance loans for wind or solar energy
› Exclusion of loans refinanced by third parties
› Date of first drawdown of the loan no more than 3

 years before the settlement date of the Green Bond
issue

› Internal minimum rating requirement
› Exclusion of non-performing loans
› Exclusion of uncommitted transactions

The Green Bond Committee will take future changes in the standards and requirements of the
Green Bond market and best practices into consideration when applying its selection criteria
Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020
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Allocation of proceeds

Allocation process

Commerzbank’s Green Bond pool

› Commerzbank’s GBC identifies renewable energy loans that
comply with the selection criteria (eligible assets)

+31%

› Out of these eligible assets the Green Bond Committee
selects the assets that will be refinanced with the net
proceeds from the Green Bond (assigned assets)

502

› Assigned assets that are repaid or no longer eligible will be
replaced by other not assigned eligible assets

› The pool of assigned assets and any replacement of
assigned assets will be recorded and monitored regularly by
Commerzbank’s Green Bond Committee

1056
803
505

503

Unallocated proceeds
› By nature, our green bond process will ensure that the net

06/2019

06/2020

proceeds of the bonds are always allocated to eligible assets

› However, in the unlikely case that the proceeds of the Green
Bond are no longer fully assigned to eligible assets,
Commerzbank intends to temporarily invest the net amount of
unallocated proceeds into Green Bonds of European issuers

Eligible
Assigned GB II

Assigned GB I

Out of the pool of eligible assets the Green Bond Committee selects assigned assets that will be
refinanced with the net proceeds from the Green Bond
Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020
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Allocation and impact reporting

Allocation reporting

Impact reporting

› At least annual reporting, and on a timely basis in case of

› At least annual reporting on the environmental impact of

material changes, with the following information:

the assigned assets as of the time of reporting:

– Notional amount and maturities of outstanding
Green Bond issues

– Renewable energy capacity financed

– Amount of assigned assets and any unallocated
proceeds

– Estimated avoidance of CO2 emissions

– Energy output

– Assigned assets by technology wind (onshore &
offshore) and solar
– Assigned assets by geographic distribution and
by currency
– Assigned assets by year of first drawdown and
by maturity year of the refinanced loan

For more information on Allocation and Impact reporting on Commerzbank’s inaugural Green Bond, please refer to
Commerzbank website

Commerzbank will report at least annually on allocation as well as the environmental impact of
the assigned assets
Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020
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Second party opinion

External review
› Commerzbank has commissioned Sustainalytics to provide a
Second Party Opinion for Commerzbank’s Green Bond Framework

› Sustainalytics reviewed Commerzbank’s Green Bond Framework
and confirmed its alignment with the Green Bond Principles 2018

› Over the lifetime of a Green Bond, Commerzbank will commission
Sustainalytics1 to annually assess the Green Bonds’ compliance
with the framework

“Sustainalytics is of the opinion that the Commerzbank Green Bond Framework is credible and impactful and aligns with the
four core components of the Green Bond Principles 2018.
[…] Sustainalytics considers that the projects will contribute to GHG emissions reductions globally and towards the German
energy transition.
[…] Sustainalytics considers Commerzbank’s green bond to be robust, credible and transparent.”

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020
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Deep-dive analysis of Commerzbank’s renewable energy project
finance portfolio
Technology break-down

Rating class break-down

(%, Exposure at Default)

(%, Exposure at Default)

1%
19%

Wind onshore

Solar

Wind offshore

Other

Investment grade

9%
0%

Sub-investment grade1
Non-investment grade2

17%

€4.6bn

€4.6bn
63%
91%

Regional break-down

Funding break-down

(%, Exposure at Default)

(%, Exposure at Default)

2%

Germany

13%

25%

Other Europe

United States
Other

Public

17%

€4.6bn

€4.6bn
60%

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020

Other

Commercial

51%

32%

Note: All data based as of 06/2020
1) Corresponds to BB+ to BB2) Corresponds to B+ and below
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CoC Energy provides integrated financing and banking services for the
entire renewable energies industry value chain
At a glance
I.

More than 25 years experience and proven track
record in renewable energy (RE) finance

II. More than 50 specialists service through integrated
approach corporates and projects from offices in
Hamburg and New York

Highlight of recent transactions
Solar

Wind

4 Deals

III. This approach provides us with a comprehensive
market overview on latest developments in
technologies, market participants and structures
IV. Focussed on proven technologies such as wind (onand offshore) and solar

3 Deals

V. We offer the full array of corporate and project finance
services, e.g. MLA, structuring, agency services
VI. We apply our own audited and certified risk
management tools, such as an internal ratings platform

Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020

1 Deal
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The bank informs its stakeholders regularly and transparently about
sustainability issues in various formats
Overview of various communication elements regarding sustainability issues
Sustainability magazine
› Semi-annual reporting since 2005
› Transparent, open and future-orientated
report including the banks sustainability
initiatives

Sustainability portal
› Comprehensive portal including all
sustainability initiatives and policies
sustainability.commerzbank.com

climate-neutral.commerzbank.com

Corporate Responsibility Report
› Published in Group Annual Report
› Focuses on sustainability, climate

Factsheet & Newsletter
› Sustainability Factsheet and
Newsletter reported quarterly

change, integrity, civil society

› Non-financial Report

GRI1 results / Progress report
about UN Global Compact
› Progress report on UN Global
Compact implementation and
DNK declaration of conformity2
Commerzbank AG | Green Bond II | September 2020

sustainability@commerzbank.com

Capital markets disclosure
› Sustainability ratings as a part of
quarterly Investor Relations disclosure
1)
2)

GRI = Global Reporting Initiative
DNK = Deutscher Nachhaltigkeitskodex
(German Sustainability Codex)
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For more information, please contact Commerzbank’s IR team
Christoph Wortig (Head of Investor Relations)
P: +49 69 136 52668
M: christoph.wortig@commerzbank.com

Mail: ir@commerzbank.com
www.ir.commerzbank.com

Ansgar Herkert (Head of IR Communications)
P: +49 69 136 44083
M: ansgar.herkert@commerzbank.com

Institutional Investors and Financial Analysts
Jutta Madjlessi
P: +49 69 136 28696
M: jutta.madjlessi@commerzbank.com

Michael H. Klein
P: +49 69 136 24522
M: michael.klein@commerzbank.com

Corporate Governance / ESG
Dirk Bartsch (Head of Strategic IR &
Rating Agency Relations)
P: +49 69 136 22799
M: dirk.bartsch@commerzbank.com

Valentin Heinrich
P: +49 69 136 51100
M: valentin.heinrich@commerzbank.com

Financial calendar
05 Nov

11 Feb

Q3 2020 results

Q4/FY 2020 results

2020
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